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L I N E A R S T I E L T J E S I N T E G R A L E Q U A T I O N S IN B A N A C H S P A C E S 
STEFAN SCHWABIK, Praha 
(Received October 29, 1997) 
Abstract. Fundamental results concerning Stieltjes integrals for functions with values in 
Banach spaces have been presented in [5]. The background of the theory is the Kurzweii 
approach to integration, based on Riemann type integral sums (see e.g. [3]). It is known 
t h a t the Kurzweii theory leads to the (non-absolutely convergent) Perron-Stieltjes integral 
in the finite dimensional case. Here basic results concerning equations of the form 
r(t) = x(a) + j Ґ d[A(s)]ф) + f(t) - f(a) 
are presented on the basis of the Kurzweii type Stieltjes integration. We are looking for gen­
erally discontinuous solutions which belong to the space of Banach space-valued regulated 
functions in the case that A is a suitable operator-valued function and / is regulated. 
Keywords: linear Stieltjes integral equations, generalized linear differential equation, 
equation in Banach space 
MSC 1991: 34G10, 45N05 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON FUNCTIONS AND STIELTJES INTEGRALS 
In this section some basic concepts and results concerning Stieltjes type integration 
are collected for the readers convenience. The presentation is based on the results 
given in the paper [5]. 
Assume that X is a Banach space and that L(X) is the Banach space of all 
bounded linear operators A: X —> X with the uniform operator topology. Defining 
the bilinear form B: L(X) x X -» X by B(A, x) = Ax e X for A e L(X) and x € X, 
This work was supported by the grant 201/97/0218 of the Grant Agency of the Czech 
Republic. 
we obtain in a natural way the bilinear triple B = (L(X),X, X) because using the 
usual operator norm we have 
\\B(A,x)\\x ^\\A\\Lm\\x\\x-
Similarly, if we define the bilinear form B*: L(X) x L(X) -» L(X) by the relation 
B*(A, C) = AC e L(X) for A, C 6 L(X) where AC is the composition of the linear 
operators A and C we get the bilinear triple B* —- (L(X), L(X), L(X)) because we 
have 
\\B*(A,C)\\HX) < \\AC\\L(X) < | | A | | _ w l | C | | i W . 
Assume that [a, 6] C R is a bounded interval. 
Given A: [a,b] -+ L(X), the function A is of bounded variation on [a,b] if 
var(A) = sup I VJ ||A(aj) - A(aj.1)\\l(x)} < 00, 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions 
D : a = a0 < a i < . . . < aji_i < a:* = 6 
of the interval [a, 6]. The set of all functions A: [a,b] -> L(X) with var[0t(,](A) < 00 
will be denoted by BV([a,b];L(X)). 
It is easy to show that if A e BV([a,b];L(X)) then the function t e [a, 6] -» 
var[0lt](A) 6 R is nondecreasing and bounded for t g [a, 6] and it is additive, i.e. 
var(A) + var(_i) = var(A) 
{a,cf > [c,6]V > [a.,6]V > 
for any c e [a,6]. 
For A: [a, 6] -» £(X) and a partition D of the interval [a, b] define 
V ^ D ) = sup f | X > ( a j ) - ^ (a i - i ) ] f i I } 
Ul,.=1 11A-J 
where the supremum is taken over all possible choices of yj 6 X, j = 1 , . . . , k with 
HJ/JIIAT -i 1) and similarly 
Vba(A, D) = sup f 1 f > ( _ , ) - ACa,-..)],?,! 
- fl j-=i I I - W 
where the supremum is taken over all possible choices of Cj £ L(X),j = 1 , . . . , A 
with ||C;j||_(x) =£ 1. 




(0*)var(A)=supV a (4 .D) 
[a.b] 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions 
D : a = Qo < ai < . . . < Qk-i < ak = b 
of the interval [a, b]. 
An operator valued function A: [a,b] -> L(X) with (B)vax[a<q(A) < oo is called 
a function with bounded B-variat.ion on [a, b] (sometimes also a function of bounded 
semi-variation cf. [2]) and similarly, if (£>*) var[a>0j(4) < oo then A is of bounded 
B*-variation on [a,b). 
We denote by (B)BV([a,b);L(X)) the set of all functions A: [a,b] -> L(X) with 
(_?)v_r(o,b](_l) < oo and by (B*)BV([a,b];L(X)) the set of all functions .4: [a,b] -> 
L(X) with (£*) varM !(.4) < oo 
Concerning these concepts the following proposition holds. 
1.1. Proposi t ion. 
(B) BV([a, b); L(X)) = (_»•) BV([o, b]; L(X)), 
and ifAe (B) BV([o, b]; L(X)) then 
(B)var(.4) = (_T) var(A). 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to show that for a given A: [a, b] -» L(X) and every finite 
partition D : a = a0 < a ( < . . . < a^-i < afc = 6 of [a, 6] we have 
V*(A,D) = Vba(A,D). 
Assume that the partition D is arbitrary and that C,- £ i(A'), ||C,-||L(X) ^ i for 
j = 1 , . . . ,/c. Then 
II k II II * ll 
hT[A(a i ) - . 4 (_ , -_ i ) ]C i | = sup £[ . . (_ , • ) - A(aj^l)]Cjy\\ 
Nj_i U - w WU<iH i = i !!__-
^ s u p y _ [ j 4 ( a i ) - y i ( Q i - i ) ] y j 
ltelixa,?«exll j = 1 | | x 
= Va
6(_i,£>) 
because ||Cy</|U < 1 for j = l,...,k. Hence passing to the supremum over all 
Cj £ L(X), WCjWl(X) ^ 1, i = 1, • • •, A- we obtain the inequality 
Vba(A,D) ^V
b(A,D). 
For the opposite inequality assume that yj <= X, j = 1, • •., k with WyjWx ^ 1 are 
given. Let us take w e X such that ||tu||x = 1- By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there 
is a bounded linear functional / e A'* such that | |/ | |x* = 1 and f(w) — 1. Define 
Cj e L(X) for ;;' = 1 , . . . , k in such a way that 
Cjx = yjf(x) for x 6 X,j = 1, - . . , k. 
Evidently CjW = Vjf(w) = yj, 
\\Cj\\nx)= sup \\Cjx\\x= sup | |y , /WIU ^ HwlU • l l / l k . = ll»IU-
Then 
II * II II * II 
][>(<*,) - A(aj^)]y:j = $>(<*,•) -
 A(a^ WiA 
H j = l II A' H i = l IIX 
II h II 
^\\j2lMttj)~A(aj^)}Cj\\ \\w\[x 
H 3 = 1 H i W 
«;y|;(A,£)) 
and therefore also 
Vb(A,D) ^Va(A,D). 
Hence V",f(/i, D) = Vba(A, D) and the statement is proved. • 
The following statement holds. 
1.2 (see [5, Proposition 1]). We Lave 
BV([a,b];L(X)) C (B)BV([a,b];L(X)), 
and if A G BV([a,b];L(X)), then 
(H)var(yl)<var(A). 
[a,b] [a,b] 
R e m a r k . It is not difficult to see that if A: [a,b] -» L(X) and the space X is 
finite dimensional then A e (B) BV([o, b]; L(X)) if and only if A 6 BV([a, 6]; L(X)). 
Therefore the concept of B-variation of a function A: [a, b] ~> L(X) is relevant for 
infinite-dimensional Banach spaces X only. 
Given x: [a,b] —> A', the function x is called regulated on [a,b] if it has one-sided 
limits at every point of [a, b], i.e. if for every s G [a, b) there is a value x(s+) 6 A 
such that 
lmijx(t) - x(s+)\\x = 0 , 
and for every s G (a, b] there is a value x(s-) e A such that 
lmjx(t)-x(s-)\\x=0. 
The set of all regulated functions x: [a, b] -+ A' will be denoted by G([a, b];X). 
Assume now that B = (L(X),X,X) is the bilinear triple of Banach spaces men-
tioned above. 
A function A: [a,b] -? L(X) is called B-regulated on [a,b] if for every y G 
A*, HJ/IIX ^ 1, the function Ay: [a,b] -> X given by t G [a, 6] i-> A(/)y 6 A for 
i G [a,b] is regulated, i.e. Aj/ € G([a,b];X) for every ;(/ 6 X, \\y\\x < 1. 
We denote by (B)G([a,6];L(A')) the set of all B-regulated functions A: [a,b] -+ 
L(A). 
A function x: [a,b] -+ A" is called a (finite) step function on [a,b] if there exists a 
finite partition 
£> : a = a0 < ct\ < .. • < ctk-\ < a.k = b 
of the interval [a,b] such that x has a constant value in X on (o,-_i,aj) for every 
j = 1,... ,k, and similarly for operator valued functions. 
The following result is well known for regulated functions. 
1.3 (see e.g. [2, Theorem 3.1, p. 16]). A function x: [a,b] -> X is regulated 
(x e G([a,b];X)) if and only if x is the uniform limit of step functions. 
By Proposition 3 in [5] we can state the following. 
1.4. If A e G([a, b]; L(X)) then A 6 (B)G([a, b];L(X)), i.e. 
G([a,b];L(X)) C (B)G([a,b];L(X)). 
In addition to this we also have 
1.5. IfAe BV([a,b];L(X)) then A G G([a,b];L(X)), i.e. 
BV([a,b];L(X)) C G([a,b];L(X)) C (B)G([a,b];L(X)). 
P r o o f . For s, t 6 [a, b], s <. t we have 
HAW - A(s)\\L(x) < var(^) = var(A) - var(4) 
and this implies (e.g. by the Bolzano-Cauchy condition for the existence of onesided 
limits of the nondecreasing bounded real function var[a>(](A)) that the onesided 
limits of the function A: [a,b] ->• L(X) exist at any point of [a,b], i.e. that A e 
G([a,b];L(X)). D 
R e m a r k . Again, if the Banach space X is finite dimensional, then it is easy to 
check that a function A: [a, b] -» L(X) is S-regulated if and only if it is regulated. 
Let us now give the definition of the Stieltjes integral. 
A finite system of points 
{ao,Ti,ai,T2, • • • ,ak-i,Tk,ak} 
such that 
a = a0 < Qj < ... < ak-i < ak = b 
and 
Tj € [aj-i,aj] for j = 1,..., k 
is called a P-partition of the interval [0,6]. 
Any positive function S: [a, b] -> (0,00) is called a gauge on [a, b]. 
For a given gauge S on [a, b], a P-partition {ao,Ti,ai,T2,... ,ak-i,Tk,ak] of [a, b] 
is called S-fine if 
[ o H . t t j l C f e - ^ r ^ ^ ) ) forj = l , . . . ,fc. 
The following statement called the Cousin lemma is important for defining the Stielt-
jes integral. 
1.6 (see e.g. [3]). Given an arbitrary gauge S on [a, b] there is a <5-fine P-partition 
of[a,b]. 
Definition. Assume that functions A: [a,b] -> L(X) and x: [a,b] -4 X are 
given. 
We say that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists if there is an element J e X 
such that for every e > 0 there is a gauge S on [a, b] such that for 
k 




provided D is a 6-fme P-partition of [a,b]. We denote J = fa d[A(s)]x(s). For 
the case a = b it is convenient to set fa d[A(s)]x(s) = 0 and if 6 < a, then 
£ d[A(s)]x(s) = - fb
a d[A(s)]x(s). 
The Stieltjes integral introduced in this way is determined uniquely. Let us recall 
some elementary properties of the Stieltjes integral from [5]-
1.7 (see [5, Proposition 6]). Assume that functions A: [a,b] -+ L(X) and Xi: 
[a,b] -+ X are such that the Stieltjes integrals fa d[A(s)]Xi(s), i = 1,2 exist. 
Then for every cx,c2 e R the integral fa d[A(s)](csxi(s) + c2x2(s)) exists and 
J d[A(s)](ciXl(s)+c2x2(s))=ClJ d[A(s)]Xl(s) + C2j d[A(s)]x2(s). 
If functions At: [a,b] -+ L(X) and x: [a,b] -+ X are such that the Stieltjes 
integrals fa d[Ai(s)]x(s), i = 1,2 exist then for every c1:c2 e R the integral 
fa d[ciAi(s) + c2A2(s)]x(s) exists and 
J d[c1A1(s) + c2A2(s)]x(s) = c, J d[A1(s)]x(s) + c2J d[A2(s)]x(s). 
Also the following Bolzano-Cauchy condition holds. 
1.8 (see [5, Proposition 7]). For^l: [a, b] -+ L(X) and a:: [a, b] -+ X the Stieltjes 
integral fa d[A(s)]x(s) exists if and only if for every e > 0 there is a gauge 6 on [a, b] 
such that 
\\S(dA,x,D!) - S(dA,x,D2)\\z < e 
provided JDi, D2 are 6-Bne P-partitions of [a, b]. 
1.9 (see [5, Proposition 8]). If for A: [a, b] -+ L(X) and x:[a,b]-+X the Stieltjes 
integral fa d[A(s)]x(s) exists, then for every interval [c,d] C [a,b] also the integral 
fc d[A(s)]x(s) exists. 
1.10 (see [5, Proposition 9]). Assume that functions A: [a,b] -+ L(X) and 
x: [a,b] —> X are such that for c e [a,b] the Stieltjes integrals fc d[A(s)]x(s) and 
fc d[A(s)]x(s) exist. 
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Then the integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists and 
J d[A(s)]x(s) = J' d[A(s)]x(a) + J d[A(s)]x(s). 
In the opposite direction we evidently have: 
If c e [a,b] and the integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists, then the Stieltjes integrals 
Ja d[A(s)]x(s) and J* d[A(s)]x(s) exist and 
J d[A(s)]x(s) = J° d[A(s)]x(s) + J d[A(s)]x(s). 
1.11 (see [5, Proposition 10]). If functions A: [a,b] ~> L(X) and x: [a,b] -> X 
are such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists then 
II fb II 
/ d[A(s)]x(s)\\ <(B)yar(A). sup \\x(s)\\x. 
The uniform convergence theorem holds for Stieltjes integrals in the following 
form. 
1.12 (see [5, Theorem 11]). Assume that functions A: [a,b] -» L(X) and x,xn: 
[a,b] -i X, n — 1,2,... are given. If (B) var[a(,](A) < oo, the Stieltjes integrals 
Ja d[A(s)]xn(s) exist and the sequence xn converges on [a,b] uniformly to x, i.e. 
lim ||a:n(s) - s(s)| |x = 0 uniformly on [a, b], 
then the integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists and 
J d[A(s)]x(s)=lmi3J d[A(s)]xn(s). 
The facts given in 1.12 together with 1.3 yield the following existence result. 
1.13 (see [5, Proposition 15]). Assume tJiat A: [a,b] -* L(X) is B-regulated 
on [a,b] (A € (B)G([a,b],L(X))) and (B)var[aM(A) < oo. Let x: [a,b] -> X be a 
reguJated function. 
Then the integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists. 
A Hake type theorem holds for our Stieltjes integral, too. 
1.14 (see [5, Theorem 17]). Assume that functions A: [a,b] —> L(X) and x: 
[a,b] —> X are such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists for every c e [a,b), 
and let the limit 
clim [ £ d[A(s)]x(s) + [A(b) ~~ A(c)]x(b)j =JeX 
exist. Then the integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists and 
J d[A(s)]x(s) = J. 
The "left endpoint" analog of this statement has the following form. 
If functions A: [a, b] -+ L(X) and x: [a, b] —> X are such that the Stieltjes integral 
Jc d[A(s)]x(s) exists for every c 6 (a, b] and if the limit 
Hm / d[A(s)]x(s) + [A(c)~A(a)]x(a)\=JeX 
exists, then the integral Ja d[^4(s)]ir(s) exists and 
J d[A(s)]x(s) = J. 
1.15 (see [5, Theorem 19]). If functions A: [a,b] -> L(X) and x: [a,b] -> X are 
such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists and c e [a,b], then 
lim [ f d[A(s)]x(s) + [A(c) - A(r)]x(c)] = f d[A(s)]x(s). 
re[a,b] -••<- 1 Ja 
The last statement shows that the function given by 
r £ [ o , i i ] H f d[A(s)]x(s) e X, 
i.e. the indefinite Stieltjes integral is not continuous in general. The indefinite integral 
is continuous at a point c G [a, 6] if and only if lim[A(c) - A(r)]x(c) = 0. 
1.16 (see [5, Corollary 21]). If A: [a, b] -*• L(X) and x: [a, b) -> X are such that 
the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists, c € K b] and A e (B)G([a, b]; L(X)), then 
lim+ ( d[A(s)]x(s) = limJA(r) - A(c)]x(c) + F d[A(s)]x(s) 
= lim+ A(r)x(c) - A(c)x(c) + I d[A(s)]x(s). 
By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (see e.g. [4]) the following can be deduced. 
1.17 (see [5, Proposition 22]). If A: [a,b] ~> L(X) is B-regulated (i.e. A e 
(B)G([a,b];L(X))) then for every c e [a,b) there exists A(c+) e L(X) such that 
lim A(t)x = A(c+)x 
for every x e X, and for every c £ (a, b] there exists A(c-) 6 L(X) such that 
lim A(t)x = A(c~)x 
for every x e X. 
1.18 (see [5, Corollary 24]). Suppose that functions A: [a,b] -+ L(X) and x: 
[a, b] -> X are such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists and let c € [a, b]. 
If A e (B)G([a,b],L(X)) then 
lim j T d[A(s)]x(s) = [A(ct) - A(c))x(c) + j * d[A(s)]x(s) 
where A(ct) e L(X) is given by the relation 
lim A(r)x = A(ct)x, x € X. 
R e m a r k . In the situation of 1.18, i.e. if A 6 (B)G([a, b];L(X)) and x:[a,b]->X 
is such a function that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[A(s)]x(s) exists, the indefinite 
integral given by 
F(r)= I d[A(s)]x(s) f o r r € [ a , t ] 
is a function F: [a,b] -+ X which is regulated, i.e. F £ G([a,b];X). 
2. LINEAR STIELTJES EQUATIONS 
Let us assume that [a, b] = [0,1], All the forthcoming consideration can be done 
for the case of a general compact interval [a,b] C R. 
First of all let us recall that the space G(X) = G([0,1];X) of all regulated functions 
x: [0,1] -+ X is a Banach space with the norm 
Ы\G{X) = sup ||x(s)|U 
sЄ[0Д] 
(see e.g. [2]). 
Let us denote 
(B) BV(L(X)) = (B) BV([0,1]; L(X)), (B)G(L(X)) = (B)G([0,1];L(X)) 
and 
BV(X) = BV([0,1]; X), G(X) = G([0,1]; X) 
and assume that A: [0,1] —> L(X) is given where 
(2.1) A 6 (B) BV(L(X)) n (B)G(L(X)). 
Then by 1.13 for every x 6 G(X) the Stieltjes integral /„* d[A(s)]x(s) exists. There­
fore by 1.9 also the integral /0 d[A(s)]x(s) exists for every t 6 [0,1] and x e G(X). 
Hence the relation 
(2.2) te[0,l]-r I d[A(s)]x(s) £ X 
Jo 
defines an X-valued function. 
Using 1,18 we conclude that this function is regulated. 
Define an operator T: G(X) -+ G(X) by the relation 
X2.3) (T.i-)(t.) = / d[A(s)]x(s), x e G(X), t 6 [0,1]. 
Jo 
R e m a r k . Let us mention that if for some A: [0,1] -> L(X) by (2.3) a regulated 
function is given for any choice of x £ G(X) then this holds also for every constant 
function, i.e. for every x* 6 X the onesided limits 
lim / d{A(s)]x* = lim [A(t) - A(0)]x* = lim A(t)x* - A(0)x*, r e [0,1) 
t _ > r + JO t-rT+ (->r+ 
and 
lim / dU(s)]3-* = lim A(t)x* - A(Q)x*, r 6 (0,1] 
t-+r- JQ t-ir-
exist and this means that A 6 (B)G(L(X)). 
Hence the assumption A e (B)G(L(X)) j s necessary for the operator Tx given by 
(2.3) to be a mapping of G(X) into G(X). 
2.1 . Proposi t ion. If A: [0,1] -+ L(X) satisfies (2.1), then T: G(X) -+ G(X) 
given by (2.3) is a bounded linear operator on G(X), i.e. T e L(G(X)). 
P r o o f . The linearity of the operator follows immediately from the linearity of 
the Stieltjes integral given by 1.7. 
By 1.11 for every t e [0,1] we have 
| |(rs)(.)| |jr s= (B)var(A) • sup \\x(s)\\x sC (B) varU) • | |x[ |G ( x ) . 
[0,'i s6(0,(] [0,1] 
| |Tx| |G ( x ) = sup \\{Tx)(t)\\x^{B)yax(A).\\x\\G(X) 
i€[0,l] [0,1] 
and this yields the boundedness of the operator T. 
Clearly we have 
(2-4) | | r | U ( G W ) ^ ( B ) v a r ( A ) 
for the strong operator norm HTHJ^O^J) of T e L(G(X)). \ 
Assume now that / e G(X) and let us consider the equation 
(2.5) x(t) = x + J d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t)~f(d), te[0,l] 
where x e X and d e [0,1], 
If d e [a, (3] C [0,1] then x: [a,[3] -+ X is called a solution of (2.5) if x satisfies 
x(t)=x+ f ă[A(s)]x(s) + f(t)-f(d) 
Jd 
for every t e [a,[i[. Clearly x(d) = X for any solution x of (2.5). 
Equations of the form (2.5) are called generalized linear ordinary differential equa­
tions. In the special case of X = R", n e N the equation (2.5) represents a gen­
eralization of a linear system of ordinary differential equations (see [6], [7] for more 
details). 
Since by 1.18 the function t -+ Jd d[A(s)]x(s) is regulated provided the int> 
Jd d[A(s)]x(s) exists, we can easily conclude that the following holds. 
2.2. Proposi t ion. If A: [0,1] -> L(X) satisfies (2.1), / € G(X), d 6 [a,fi] 
and x: [a,/3] —> X is a soJution of (2.5) on [o,/3], then x is regulated on [a,0], 
i.e.x£G([a,f3];X). 
2.3. Proposi t ion. If A: [0,1] -+ L(X) satisfies (2.1), / G G(X), d G [a,fi] and 
x: [a,ii] —> X is a solution of (2.5) on [a,/?], then 
(2.6) a ; ( t + ) = l i m x(r) = [I + A+A(t)]x(t) + A+}(t), te[a,B) 
and 
(2.7) x(i-)= \im_x(r) = [I-A~A(t)]x(t)-A-f(t), t G (a,/J] 
where / is the identity operator on X, A+A(t) = A(t+) - A(t), A~~A(t) = A(t) -
A(t~) and A+f(t) = f(t+) - }(t), A - / ( t ) = f(t) - f(t-). 
P r o o f . For t G [a,/3) we obtain by 1.15 
x(t+) = lim x(r) 
= x+ lim / d[A(s)]x(s) + lim f(r) - }(d) 
r-*t+Jd ,—>t+ 
= x+ f d[A(s)]x(s) + Urn / d[.4(s)]a;(s) 
Jd T~yt+Jt 
+ \im+f(r)-f(t) + f(t)-f(d) 
= x(t) + lirn f d[A(s)]x(s) + lim / ( r ) - }(t) 
r->t+ Jt r"+t+ 
= x(t) + (A(t+) - A(t))x(t) + }(t+) - }(t) 
= [I + A+A(t)]x(t) + A+f(t) 
and (2.6) is fulfilled. The relation (2.7) can be proved similarly. D 
For [c, d\ C [0,1], c < d define 
(B)vax(A)= lim (B) var (A) 
V (c,(i]V <5-̂ 0+' '[c+Ml 
(B)var(A) = Hm (B) var (A). 
Since A G (B)G(i(X)) and the functions t G [0,d] -+ (B) var|(,d](A), t G [c, 1] 
(B) var[ct](J4) are bounded and monotone, these limits exist. 
2.4. Proposi t ion. Assume that A: [0,1] -+ L(X) satisfies (2.1) and assume that 
the following condition (E) is satisfied: for every d € [0,1] there are g = g(d) < 1 
and A = A(d) > 0, 0 < g < 1, such that 
(E+) (B) var (A) < g 
and 
(E- ) (B) var (A) < g. 
Then for every d 6 [0,1], x 6 X, f 6 G([0,1];X) there is a unique function x e 
G( Jd; X) defined on the intervai J<i = [d - A, d + A] n [0,1] such that 
x(t) = x + j d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t) - f(d), teJd. 
P r o o f . Let A = A(d) > 0 be the value given by the assumption (E). 
Define the operator 
(Tx)(t) = x + / d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t) - f(d), t € Jd. 
•Id 
By Proposition 2.1 T is a bounded linear operator on G(Jd; X). If x, y 6 G(Jd; X) 
with x(d) = y(d) = x, then 
(Tx)(t) - (Ty)(t) = f d[A(s)](x(s) -y(s)) 
Jd 
and for t £ Jd, t < d we have 
(Tx)(t) - (Ty)(t) = ^ d[A(s)](y(s) - x(s)) 
= to*[J d[A(s)](y(s) - x(s)) 
+ (A(d)-A(d-8))(y(d)-x(d))] 
= lim / d[A(s)](y(s) - x(s)). 
S-Ю+ Jt 
By 1.11 we obtain 
II rd-S 
d[A(s)](y(s) - x(S))\\ <(B) var (A), sup ||y(s) - x(s)\\x 
IIX U,<i—6] | t i r f_ 4 ) 
^ ( S ) w r (.4).| |.r-y| |G(j i ix)-
Hence by (E) we get for t 6 Jd, t < d the inequality 






For t € Jd, d < t we can show similarly that 
\\(Tx)(t)-(Ty)(t)\\x<e\\x-v\\Gij,r,x)-
Passing to the supremum over t G Jd we get 
IITa: - Ty\\G{Jd.x) = sup l|ra-(t) - Ty(t)\\x <. e\\x - y\\c(j,r,x)-
teJ,, 
Since g = g(d) < 1, the operator T acting on {x E G(Jd;X); x(d) = x} is a contrac-
tion and by the Banach Contraction Principle it has a unique fixed point, i.e. there 
is £ € G(Jd\ X) such that 
x(t) = x + í d[A(s)]x(s)+f(t)-f(d), t€Jd. 
R e m a r k . Proposition 2.4 is in fact a local existence and uniqueness result for 
the equation 
(2.5) x(t) = x + j d[A(s)}x(s)+f(t)-f(d.), . 6 [0,1] 
for a given "initial value" x(d) = x € X and / e G(X). 
Our goal is to show a global existence and uniqueness result for the solution of 
(2.5). 
To this end the assumptions on A have to be strengthened. 
Instead of (2.1) we assume that 
(2.8) A e (B) BV(L(X)) n G(L(X)), 
i.e. we require that the operator valued function A: [0,1] —> L(X) is regulated. It 
should be mentioned that 1.4 implies that for A satisfying (2.8) also (2.1) is fulfilled. 
R e m a r k . For A: [0,1] -> L(X) satisfying (2.8) the onesided limits 
A(t+) = lim A(r) 6 1(A), t 6 [0,1) 
and 
A(t~) = Km_ A(r) € £(A), t 6 (0,1] 
exist because A € G(i(A)) and for every £ > 0 the sets 
{t 6 [0,1); \\A(t+) - A(t)\\L{x) >- e}, {t € (0,1]; ||yi(t) - A(t-)\\L(X) >- e} 
are finite (see [2]). Therefore the set of discontinuity points of A is at most countable 
and there is a finite set {ti,t2,...,tm} C [0,1] such that for t e [0,1], t ^ tit 
i = 1 , . . . , m, the operators 
I + A+A(t), I - A-A(t) e L(X) 
are invertible, i.e. the inverse operators 
lI + A+A(t)]-\ [I - A-A(t)]~l £ L(X) 
exist. 
Indeed, as was stated above, the sets 
{SG[0,1);| |A+A(t.)| | i (x )>-1} and {t 6 (0,1]; \\A-A(t)hm > 1} 
are finite and if we set 
{tut2,...,tm} = {te [ 0 , l ) ; | |A+^( t ) | | i W > 1}U{«G (0 , l ] ; | |A-A( t ) | | i W >. l} 
then for t e [0,1] \{h,t2,...,tm} we have 
\\A+A(t)\\L(x) < 1 and \\A-A(t)\\L(x) < 1. 
Hence for these values of t the operators I + A+A(t), I — A_.4(i) € L(X) possess 
inverses [I + A+A(t)]-\ [I- A-A ( i ) ] - 1 6 1(A) (see e.g. [1, Lemma VII.6.1]). 
Assume that 0 <. d < 1 and define 
(2.9) . L(d) = 0, L(t) = A~A(t) for t e (d, 1]. 
By the definition of L: [d,l] -. L(X) we evidently have L(t) ^ 0 for an at most 
countable set of points in [d, 1]. Since for every k £N the set 
{te[d,i}-\\&-A(t)\\L{X) = \\L(t)\\L{X)>l} 
is finite, the function L: [d, 1} -. L(X) is the uniform limit of simple step functions 
and therefore L £ G([d, 1]: L(X)). 
2.5. Lemma. For every finite system of points d <. a i < a2 < • • • < ctk ^ 1 and 
every choice ofyj € X, \\yj\\x < 1, j = 1 , . . . , k we have 
II * II 
(2.10) r_i(«i)W S-(B)varM) 
\\j=1 II x I
0 '1! 
for the function L: [d, 1] - . __(__) given by (2.9). 
P r o o f . Since L(d) = 0, it can be assumed that ai > d. Put ao = d. 
Given _ < ct\ < a2 < • • • < a„ <. 1, for every e > 0 there is a A' 6 (a.,-_i,aj), 
j = 1 , . . . ,k such that 
| | / l ( / 3 j ) - A ( a i - ) | | L W < ^ , j = l,...,k. 
Then 
II fe II II * II 
v j L(a,-)% = X>(a i) - A(aj-)m 
\\j=i Ux l l i = i llx 
= IIE WQ^) - ^^Olw + Wft) - ^(«i-)lw 
II j = 1 l l x 
II * II II t II 
<. ]£>(_-) - .4(&0h. + E^(ft') - A(aj-)]y4 , 
l l i = i llx l l j - i » * 
< (B) var(A) + ]T \\[A(0j) - /!(<*,-) IІZ-(X) 
5. (B) var(A) + £. 
Hence (2.10) holds. D 
2.6. Corollary. For L given by (2.9) we have L G (B) BV([_, l): L ( x ) ) -
P r o o f . Assume that d = ao < at < . . . < a* = 1 is an arbitrary finite partition 
of [d, 1]. Then for 3/, € X, ||y.,-||x < 1, j = 1,.. •, & we have by Lemma 2.5 
II * II II * II II k II 
5>(«i)-£(«i-i)]» < EifoOw + £~to-i)fc 
I' 3=1 ''•* II j = l " X II j-x MX 
<2(S)var (^) . 
Passing to the corresponding suprema we obtain by definition the inequality 
(B) var(£) ^ 2(B) vat(A) 
and therefore L G (B) BV([d, 1]; L(X)). D 
2.7. Proposition. If L is given by (2.9) then for every x G G([d,l];X) the 
integral fd d[L(s)]x(s) exists and 
f d[L(s)] 
Jd 
(2.11) / d[L(s)]x(s) = L(t)x(t) = A^A(t)x(t) 
forte (d,l]. 
P r o o f . Since L G (B)BV([d,l];L(X)) r\G([d,l];L(X)) and by 1.4, 
G([d,l];L(X)) C (B)G([d,l];L(X)) 
the existence of fd d[L(s)]x(s) follows immediately from 1.13. 
Hence by 1.10 for every t G [d, 1] the integral fd d[L(s)]x(s) exists and the only 
fact we have to show is the formula (2.11). 
Assume that t € (d, 1] is such that L(t) = 0. Let S: [d, i] -> (0, oo) be an arbitrary 
gauge on [d,t]. From the system of intervals (T - S(T),T + 6(T)), T € [d,t] we 
choose a finite system Jj = (TJ - S(TJ),TJ + S(TJ)), j = 1, . . . ,k such that T,- < T,+I , 
j = l,...,k - 1, [d,t] C (J .7; and [d,t] \ i j J,- # 0 for any r = 1,...,A. 
Hence •/; n Ji+i ^ 0 is an interval for all i = 1,... ,k — 1 because the intervals J; 
are open. Since the set of points at which L(s) = 0 is dense in [d, 1], there is an 
«j € Jj n Jj+i n [d, 1] such that L(af) = 0 for j = 1,..., k - 1. Let us set a0 = d 
and a* = t. The system of points d = ao < a i < . . . < ak = t with Tj e [«j-i , ctj], 
j = 1 , . . . , k evidently forms a Mine F-partition D of [d, t]. 
Assume that e > 0 is given arbitrarily. Since the integral fd d[L(s)]x(s) exists, 
there is a gauge 5: [d,t] -+ (0, +oo) such that 
II ř I 
\\S(dL,x,D)~ / d[L(s)]x(s)h 
Jd I 
for every 5-fine P-partition D of [d,t]. 
Let us construct a 5-fine P-partition D for this gauge S as was described above 
for an arbitrary gauge 6. Then for the corresponding integral sum we have 
k 
S( dL, x, D) = __>(a3-) - L ( Q i - , )]x(rj) = 0 
because L(ctj) = 0, j = 0 , . . . , k. Hence 
I / d[L(s)]a;(s)| = h(dL,x,D) - f d[L(s)]x(s)\ < e 
II Jd II II Jd || 
and since £ > 0 can be arbitrarily small, we get /_ d[L(s)]a;(s) = 0 in this case. 
If t e (d, 1] and L(t) £ 0, then define L°(s) = L(s) for s e [d,t), L°(t) = 0 and 
Lx(s) = 0 for s e [d,t), Ll{t) = L(t). Then evidently 
(2.12) J d[L(s)]x(s) = J d[L°(s)]x(s) + J' d^^s^s), 
where /_ d[L°(s)]a;(s) = 0 by the result given above. Using the definition of I,1 we 
have fd d[L
x (s)]a;(s) = 0 for every r < d and 
r_m_ [ J ^ d[L
x(s)Ms) + (L1^) - L ^ ' ) ) ^ ) ] = L l W * « = L(t)x(t). 
According to 1.14 we get 
/ d[L1(s)]x(s)=L(t)z(t). 
Jd 
Using (2.12) and (2.9) we finally obtain (2.11). D 
Since A, L e (B) BV([d, l];L(X)) n G([d, 1]; L(X)) and this set has a linear struc-
ture, we deduce easily that the function B: [d, 1] -* L(X) given by 
(2.13) B(d) = A(d), B(s)=A(s~) for s e (d, 1] 
also belongs to (B) BV([d, 1]; L(X)) n G([d, l];L(X)) because 
B(s) = A(s) ~ L(s) for every s e [d>!]. 
Therefore for every t 6 [d, 1] the integral fd d[B(s)]x(s) exists and by (2.11) we have 
from Proposition 2.7 
(2.14) 
/ d[A(s)]x(s) = / d[B(s)}x(s) + f d[L(s)]x(s) 
Jd Jd Jd 
= f d[B(s)]x(s) + Л~A(t)x(t) 
Jd 
fori 6 (d,l]. 
Since for every s € (d, 1] the function B: [d, 1] -+ L(X) given by (2.13) is contin-
uous from the left at s, we get by 1.18 the equality 
lim / d[B(s)]x(s)= í d[B(s)}x(s) 
r~řt~" Jd Jd 
for every x e G([d, 1]; X) and this shows that the integral /d* d[B(s)]x(s) does not 
depend on the value x(t). 
2.8. Proposi t ion. Assume that d 6 [0,1), x 6 X, f e G([0,l];X) and that 
A: [0,1] -» X,(X) satisfies (2.8), (E) and 
(2.15) [/ - A-Att)}-1 e L(X) exists for every t 6 (d, 1]. 
Then there exists x e G([d, 1];X) such that 
(2.16) x(t) = x + f d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t) - f(d) 
Jd 
for every ( € [d, 1]. 
P r o o f . By the local existence result given in Proposition 2.4 there is a A > 0 
such that there is a function x e G([d,d + A]; X) satisfying (2.16) for t € [d, d + A]. 
Define 
t* = sup { T e (d,\\; there is x eG([d,T];X) such that (2.16) holds for t <= [d,T]} 
and assume that t* < 1. Evidently t* > d and there exists a function x: [d,t*) -+ X 
such that (2.16) holds for every t e [d,t*). Let us define 
(2.17) x(f) = [I-b-A(t*)]-1lx + Jt d[B(s)]x(s) + f(t*) - f(d)} 
where B is given by (2.13). 
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Since fd d[B(s)]x(s) depends only on the values of x(s) at s € [d, t*) and the 
inverse [/ - A~Aft*)]"1 exists by the assumption (2.15), the value x(t") € X is well 
defined and we have by its definition 
[I - A~A(t*)]x(t*) =S + J d[B(s)]x(s) + /((*) - f(d). 
Using (2.14) we get 
x(f) = x + J d[B(s)}x(s) + A-A(t")x(n + /((*) - f(d) 
= x + J d[A(s)}x(s) + f(n~f(d). 
Hence the function x completed at t* by (2,1?) is a solution of (2.16) on [d, t*\. 
Now for t* and the well defined initial value x(P) the local existence result given 
by Proposition 2.4 can be used again to show that there is a A(f) > 0 such that a 
solution y € G([t*,t* + A(t*)};X) of 
-Jt[à[A(s)] y(t) = x(f) + I d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t) - / ( f ) 
exists on [t*,t* + A(t*)} D [0,1]. 
Putting z(t) = x(t) for t £ [d,f], z(i) = y(t) for t 6 [t*,t* + A(t*)] we obtain 
a solution of (2.16) on [d, t* + A(t*)]. But this contradicts the properties of the 
supremum and therefore t* = 1. • 
Proposition 2.8 gives conditions such that given d 6 [0,1), x € X and / e 
G([0,1]; X) there is a global forward solution of the equation (2.16). 
x In a completely analogous way the following statement can be proved. 
2.9. Proposi t ion. Assume that d € [0,1), x e X, f e G([0,1];X) and that 
A: [0,1} ~> L(X) satisfies (2.8), (E) and 
(2.18) [/ + A+AW]- 1 e L(X) exists for every t <= [0, d). 
Then there exists x € G([0, d}; X) such that 
(2.16) x(t) = x + J d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t)-f(d) 
for every t 6 [0,d]. 
Putting together the results given by Proposition 2.8 and Proposition 2.9 we obtain 
the following 
2.10. Theorem. Assume that A: [0,1] -+ L(X) satisfies (2.8), (E) and assume 
that the following condition (U) is satisfied: 
(U+) [/ + A+A^)]'1 e L(X) exists for every t e [0,1) 
and 
(U-) [/ - A-A ( t ) ] - 1 e L(X) exists for every t e (0,1]. 
Then for every choice of d e [0,1], x e X, f e G([0,1];X) there exists x e 
G([0,1];A') such that 
(2.16) x(t) = x + f &[A(s)]x(s) + f(t) - /(d) 
Jd 
for every t 6 [0,1]. 
This solution of (2.16) is determined uniquely. 
P r o o f . Given d e [0,1], x e X, f e G([0,1]; X), Proposition 2.8 can be used 
for proving the existence of a forward solution y e G([d,l];X) and Proposition 2.9 
for proving the existence of a backward solution z e G([0,d];X) of the equation 
(2.16). Taking 
x(t) = y(t), t e [d, 1] and x(t) = z(t), t e [0,d] 
we get x e G([0,1]; X), which satisfies (2.16) for all t e [0,1]. 
To prove the uniqueness of the solution x e G([0,1];X) assume that there are two 
solutions xi,x2 e G([0,1];X) which satisfy (2.16) for t e [0,1]. Then for t e [0,1] 
we have 
x2(t) - Xl(t) = J d[A(s)}(x2(s) - x2(s)), 
i.e. the difference z(t) = x2(t) - x\(t) satisfies 
(2.19) z(t)= I A[A(s)]z(s), te[0,l}. 
Jd 
Taking assumption (E) into account we obtain by Proposition 2.4 that the equation 
(2.19) has a unique solution z(t) = 0 on the interval./^ = [d- A,d + A]n[0,1] where 
A > 0 . 
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If d < 1, then in a standard manner we take 
T* = sup {T e [d, 1]; z(t) = 0 for t e [d, r ]}. 
Then evidently z(t) = 0 for all t € [d,T*). Hence z(T*-) = lira z(r) = 0. Since 
z is a solution of (2.19) we have by Proposition 2.3 
z(T*-) = [I-A~A(T*)}z(T*) = 0 
and therefore by the assumption of the existence of the inverse [/ - A~ A(T*)\~l we 
get z(T*) = 0. 
If we had T* < 1, then for the equation 
z(t) = z(T*) + £ d[A(s)]z(s) = J^ d[A(s)]z(s) 
we could show that there is a A(T*) > 0 such that z(t) = 0 for t e [T*,T* + A(T*)] 
and this would contradict the definition of the supremum T*. Hence T* = 1 and 
z(t) = 0 for t e [d, 1]. Analogously it can be shown that also z(t) = 0 for t e [0. d] 
and therefore xi(t) = x2(t) for t e [0,1]. • 
By Theorem 2.10 conditions are given which are sufficient, for every choice of 
d€[0,l],x-X,f£G([0,l];X). 
Let us show that if (2.8) and (E) are satisfied then the condition (U) is also 
necessary for the existence and uniqueness of a solution x of the equation (2.16) on 
the whole interval [0,1] in this sense. 
Assume that (2.8) and (E) hold where (U) is not valid. As was shown above there 
is a finite set of points {ti,t2,. • .,tm} C [0,1] at which the condition (U) can be 
violated. Assume e.g. that d ~ [0,1) is given and that there is a point t* € (d, 1] 
such that the operator i" — A~A(t*) 6 L(X) has not an inverse while [I - A~A ( t ) ] - 1 
exists for every t € (d,t*). Then there exists y € X such that the linear equation 
[I-A-A(t*)]z = y 
has no solution z in X. 
Define g(t) = 0 for t e [0,1], t # t* and g(t*) = y. Evidently g e G(X). Suppose 
that a; is a solution of 
(2.20) X{t) = j d
 dlA(sMs) + 9(t) - g(d) 
for every t 6 [0,1], Then x(t) = 0 for t e [d, t*) and by Proposition 2.3 we have 
0 = -(.*-) = [/ - A-A(f)]x(f) - A~g(t') = [I- 6TA(f)Mn - y 
and this means that for the value x(t") we have 
[/ - A~A(t*)]x(r) = y. 
But by the assumption such a value x(t*) € X cannot exist and consequently neither 
can the equation (2.20) have a solution in G([0,1]; X) for the given choice of g 6 
G([0,1];X). 
Assuming that the operator I+A+A(t*) € L(X) has no inverse for some t* € [0,1) 
we can proceed analogously. 
Together with Theorem 2.10 we arrive at the following result. 
2 .11. Theorem. If A: [0,1] -+ L(X) satisfies (2.8) and (E), then the equation 
(2.16) x(t) = x + J d[A(s)]x(s) + f(t) - f(d) 
has a unique solution x: [0,1] -» X for any choice ofd 6 [0,1], x e X, f e G([0,1]; X) 
if and only if the condition (U) is satisfied. 
R e m a r k . For the finite-dimensional case X = R", equations of the form (2.16) 
have been studied thoroughly in [7] for the case when A: [0,1] ~+ L(Un) is a function 
of bounded variation A e BV([0,1];L(R71)) and / e BV([0,1]; R"). It has to be 
mentioned that in this case we have x € BV([0,1]; R") for a solution x: [0,1] -» R" 
of (2.16). 
It was shown (see [7, Theorem III.1.4]) that the condition (U) is necessary and 
sufficient for having a unique global solution x: [0,1] —>• R" of (2.16) for every / € 
BV([0,1]; R") and x € Rn. This result corresponds in some sense to Theorem 2.11. 
The techniques used in [7] are different from the approach used there. 
Let us mention that if we assume that A 6 BV([0,1];L(X)) then by 1.2 and 1.5 we 
have A e (B) BV(L(X)) nG(L(X)), i.e. (2.8) is satisfied. Moreover, for [c, d] C [0,1] 
we have by 1.2 
(B) var(A) ^ var(^) = varM) - var(/l) 
because the variation is known to be linear. The function given by 
t e [0,1] t-> var(A) € R 
1 J [o,t]v 
is nondecreasing and has therefore onesided limits at every point of [0,1]. Hence for 
every d e [0,1] there are 0 < g(d) < 1 and A(d) > 0 such that 
var (A) - lim var(A) < g, 
[0,d+Md)) r->d-{0,r]y 
and this yields var{li>d+A(d)]n[o,ij(/l) < g and similarly var[d_A(,j)>(()n[0|1](A) < g. 
Hence the condition (E) is also satisfied if A G BV([0,1];L(A)). Using Theorem 
2.11 we obtain the following statement. 
If A: [0,1] -+ L(X) satisfies A € BV([0,1]; L(X)) then the equation 
(2.16) x{t)=x + J d[A{8)]x{s) + f{t)-M 
has a unique solution x: [0,1] -+ X for any choice of d £ [0,1], x e X, f e G([0,1];A) 
if and only if the condition (U) is satisfied. 
This statement is in fact the above mentioned result from [7] for the case of a 
general Banach space X. 
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